TAILORMADE TOURS TO SUIT YOU
“Lunga was magical! Unexpected
highlights were the young Cuckoo
being fed by the pipit; the adult
Golden Eagle feeding a chick
and the proximity of the birds
on Lunga. Julian and Sally were
excellent guides and always gave
us briefings about the day ahead.
They worked hard to find the
target birds and were able to
answer our queries. Every effort
was made to ensure we all had
good views of a bird
before moving on.”
Robert and Kathy Dowsett, with Guildford
RSPB Members’ Group on Mull, June 2019

Dates

To suit you, subject to guide availability.
We can advise on the best times of
year to go to specific destinations,
what can be seen at different times
of year and where in the world is best
for the wildlife you want to see

For bird clubs, tour operators, or just good friends!
Take the hassle out of your group trip and let us arrange
all the details, in Scotland or Overseas, any time of the year.
Design your own holiday the way you want it - anywhere you want it!
Guiding, accommodation, meals, transport etc. can all be taken care of
Birds, mammals, plants and insects can all be included
Our guides have a wealth of knowledge in Scotland and around the world
A range of accommodation to suit the size of your group
Combine wildlife watching with culture and heritage
Take the hassle out of the organisation and let us arrange it for you

All our holiday itineraries within
the UK and overseas can be organised
for private groups, with optional
extensions and different levels of 		
accommodation and meals 		
available for most destinations
Guides

Cost

We have a pool of guides, each with
specific knowledge and interests,
covering birds, mammals, cetaceans,
plants and insects, who have guided
around Scotland and Overseas
All tailormade tours are
individually priced according
to the number of guests
and your specific requirements

Included Your package can include any
of the following: flights; ferries;
trains; guides; accommodation;
transport; meals; and any activities
or entrance fees.
We make all the arrangements,
so you are left just to enjoy yourselves
Info

All necessary information regarding
travel, walking, weather, insects, meals,
clothing and accommodation will be
provided in advance of the holiday,
together with an appropriate species list,
notebooks and pens

Bird Clubs, groups of families or friends, school
parties and tour operators come to us to
organise private tours for them. Sometimes it’s
a specific itinerary based on what they’d like to
see, sometimes they rely on us to design a tour.
Either way, they want us to take the hassle out of
organising their holiday, so they can concentrate
on enjoying the wildlife. We know the best places
to go and wonderful places to stay, that are
perfectly placed to enjoy the scenery and wildlife
- and they know they will be well looked after by
our excellent guides.
Within Scotland, enjoy the spectacular mountains,
moorlands and pine forests of the Cairngorms
National Park, looking for all the grouse species, plus
Dotterel, Ptarmigan, Scottish Crossbill and Crested
Tit, together with mammals such as Red and Roe
Deer, Red Squirrel and Pine Marten; experience
the majesty of the seacliffs on Shetland for auks,

Puffins and Gannets, combined with cetacean
watching from land and sea and the night-time
experience of Storm Petrels churring on Mousa;
walk through the Machair of the Outer Hebrides,
alive with the sounds of breeding waders and the
distinctive call of the Corncrake, then sea-watch
for Long-tailed and Pomarine Skuas on their spring
passage.
Sample the delights of intimate seabird encounters
on the islands off Mull, whilst looking for Golden
and White-tailed Eagles, the latter at their highest
breeding density in Europe, or combine island
birdwatching for residents and migrants on the
Orkney Isles, with the astounding prehistoric
archaeology that the archipelago has in spades.
Why not combine some fantastic birding in
Speyside with all the special birds and other wildlife
this area has to offer with a few days on Mull, the

Duncan Macdonald: Guests in Extremadura
Perry Fairman: Arriving on Handa
Simon Eaves: Slavonian Grebe
Jane Hope: Road over the Cairngorms,
Red Squirrel, Crested Tit
Colin Scott: Ptarmigan
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“Having travelled with Speyside Wildlife before, we appreciate the quality of the product and the
professionalism of the leaders and staff. Julian kept us well informed and we could tailor the
plans to our needs. He was always good company.” Brenda and Peter Wilson, Orkney Exclusive 2018
Outer Hebrides or another part of the Highlands
such as Sutherland - you might use our website
with the selection of Scottish holidays listed there
for inspiration!
Further afield, we can easily organise trips to
Europe. Spain has so many possibilities; experience
the hospitality of our long-standing beautiful
hotel base in Extremadura, knowing that you’ll
be looking for all five Spanish eagle species,
Great and Little Bustards, Roller, Hoopoe,
Black-winged Kite and Eagle Owl; watch
Lammergeiers and Griffon Vultures high over the
Pyrenees with Wallcreeper, Citril Finch and Alpine
Accentor in stunning scenery, or perhaps visit the
Cota Doñana, or go in search of rare Iberian Lynx.
Other parts of Europe are equally enticing. You
could chill out on a floating hotel in the Danube
Delta, whilst searching for rare reedbed birds
skulking in the shallows; or head to Hungary
for superb birding with Imperial Eagle, Saker
and tens of thousands of Common Cranes or visit photographic hides to see birds such as
Bee-eater, Roller, Hoopoe, Hawfinch and fabulous
Red-footed Falcon, up close and personal! If you
like islands, a visit to Corsica for endemic Corsican
Nuthatch and Corsican Finch could be for you; or
Cyprus for exciting east Mediterranean migration,
or even Oland off the east coast of Sweden, with
massive numbers of geese, cranes and raptors
heading south in autumn might suit.
Why not go for something more exotic? Marvel
at the majesty of Yellowstone National Park, home
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to Gray Wolf, Bison, Black and Grizzly Bears and
a host of birds - all of which could be new to
you. Arizona,Texas, California and Vancouver Island
where bears, Orcas and Humpback are amongst
the spectacular scenery and are all possible, as well
as India, South America and other destinations.
Let us know where you want to go and how
many of you are travelling together; when you
want to go; what type of accommodation you’d
like; what other activities you’d like to include in
your holiday experience and we’ll do the rest.
Or if you want to make it even easier, just ask us
for our recommendations, based on our years’
of experience and we’ll put together the ideal
holiday for you.

“The structure and pace
of the holiday were perfect
for me. I have never been
on a birding holiday before
and I don’t think I could
manage anything too intense.
This holiday was a really
good balance.” Penny Blake

Our professional guides will take you through
beautiful landscapes to show you the finest wildlife.
We can find appropriate accommodation close to
good birdwatching experiences. Wherever it is,
our guides will seek out the wildlife you want to
see and take you around in comfortable minibuses
or cars as appropriate.
We don’t race around after big lists, preferring
to enjoy the wildlife that we find, so ensuring
your holiday is filled with ‘magic moments’ to
bring home with you. We know that the quality
of the accommodation and food and the chance
to relax at the end of the day and relive the
wonderful wildlife moments from the day, are
just as important to you as the wildlife you’ll see.
The possibilities are endless; exciting birdwatching
experiences await.

“There were many highlights
on the holiday. I had never
seen a Golden Eagle and
we were lucky enough to
watch a Golden Eagle
feeding its chick. We also
saw them soaring overhead.
The White-tailed Eagles were
magnificent, flying over the
landscape with such ease.
The visit to Lunga was my
real highlight as the Puffins
stole my heart. To be able
to sit with them and watch
them going about their daily
lives was such a privilege.”
Rob Cooke, with Guildford RSPB
Members’ Group on Mull, June 2019
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